Ready, Set, GO!

Christmas Projects
Using the AccuQuilt GO! ®
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GO! Qube 6" Holiday Medley Throw featuring RJR Fabrics

GO! Big® & GO!® Fabric Cutter Friendly
©2017 AccuQuilt

to order call 888.258.7913

more patterns @ accuquilt.com

C1706C-01

GO! Qube 6" Holiday
Medley Throw Quilt
Finished Size: 40" x 52"

For use with GO! Qube™ Mix & Match
6" Block (55775)
Fabrics are provided by RJR Fabrics

To make a 6" Block use GO! Qube Mix & Match 6" Block (55775)
• GO! Square-2" (1½" Finished) (Shape 2)
• GO! Half Square Triangle-1½" Finished Square (Shape 5)
• GO! Square on Point-2 5/8" (2 1/8" Finished) (Shape 6)
• GO! Rectangle-2" x 3½" (1½" x 3" Finished) (Shape 8)
Additional Dies Needed:
• GO! Holiday Medley (55043)
• GO! Strip Cutter-2½" (2" Finished) (55014 or 55017)
• GO! Strip Cutter-3½" (3" Finished) (55032)
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GO! Qube 6" Cutting Directions:
Fabric
Shape & #
Number of Shapes to Cut
Color
Red
Red

White
White

Fabric Required

Cut 3, 4½" x width of fabric (WOF) strips.
Fanfold into 4½" widths and cut 72 squares.

2

6

Cut 2, 5¼" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 2¾"
widths and cut 72 half square triangles
(HST).
Cut 2, 3 1/8" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 3
1/8" widths and cut 18 squares on point.

8

Cut 5, 4½" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4"
widths and cut 72 rectangles.

5

Cutting Directions for Remaining Dies:
Fabric Shape
GO! Dies Used
Color

Number of Shapes to
Cut

5/8 yard
Yardage included
above
1 3/4 yards
Yardage included
above

Fabric Required

NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.

Red

GO! Strip Cutter-2½" (2"
Finished) (55014 or 55017)

*Dark
Green

GO! Holiday Medley (55043)

Dark
Green

GO! Strip Cutter-3½" (3"
Finished) (55032)

*Medium
Green

GO! Holiday Medley (55043)

*White/
Gray
Metallic
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GO! Holiday Medley (55043)

Cut 4 to 5 strips for 2½"
borders.
Cut 4—2½" x 3 5/8"
rectangles. Lay
rectangles on holly and
cut 4—holly leaves.
Cut 5 strips for 3½"
borders.
Cut 8—4 5/8" x 5½"
rectangles. Lay
rectangles on tree and
cut 8—trees.

1/2 yard

3/4 yard

Yardage included
above
3 yards (includes
yardage for
backing)

Cut 8—5" x 5½"
rectangles. Lay
rectangles on snowflake
and cut 8—snowflakes.

1/4 yard

PQ91872
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Additional Cutting Instructions:
• White Background Squares for Machine Embroidery—Yardage included above
o Cut 17—8" squares using a rotary cutter. After machine embroidery is
completed, squares will be cut to 6½" squares.
Additional Fabrics/Embroidery Needed:
• Binding—1/2 yard
• Batting—50" x 60"
• GO! Holiday Medley Embroidery Designs by Marjorie Busby (BQ-HMe) OR GO!
Holiday Medley Embroidery Designs CD by Marjorie Busby (MBME55043)
• See Holiday Medley Machine Embroidery Designs Sets for complete supply
list and instructions.

Sewing Directions:
Press all seams open and use ¼” seams, unless otherwise indicated.

Susannah Variation No. 2 Block
1. Sew a red half square triangle (HST) (Shape 5) onto opposite
sides of a white square on point (Shape 6) as shown. Press
seams open.

2. Sew a red HST (Shape 5) to the remaining two sides of the white
square on point (Shape 6) as shown. Press seams open. This
completes the center square in a square unit. Make a total of 18
square in a square units.

3. Complete center row assembly by stitching a white
rectangle (Shape 8) to either side of the square in a
square center unit as show. Press seams toward the
rectangles.
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4. Assemble top and bottom rows of block by sewing a red square (Shape 2) to either
end of a white rectangle (Shape 8) as shown. Press seams toward the rectangle.
TIP: When pressing a dark shape seam toward a
light shape, be sure that the edge of the dark
shape does not show over the edge of the light
shape. If it does, it can be trimmed with sharp
embroidery scissors.

5. Complete block assembly by stitching the top and bottom
rows to the center row of the block making sure seams
nest in alternating directions as shown. Make a total of
18 blocks.

Holiday Medley Machine Embroidery Blocks
1. Cut background squares for machine embroidery 8" square. Squares will be cut down
to 6½" square after machine embroidery is complete. Make 8 Snowflake Blocks, 8
Tree Blocks and 1 Holly Block.
2. Select embroidery designs for trees, snowflakes and holly using either GO! Holiday
Medley Embroidery Designs by Marjorie Busby (BQ-HMe) OR GO! Holiday Medley
Embroidery Designs CD by Marjorie Busby (MBME55043). NOTE: The tree design
with a star on top is too large for this quilt. All other designs will fit and designs can be
interchanged as desired.
3. Follow instructions in machine embroidery design set for completing machine
embroidery.
4. When all embroidery designs are complete, center design on background square and
trim quilt block to 6½".
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Assemble the Quilt Top
1.

Lay out blocks as shown.

2.

Pin and sew blocks into rows, pressing seams in opposite directions.

3.

Pin and sew rows together to make the quilt top.
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Add Borders to Assembled Quilt Top
Red Border
1.

Cut fabric for red borders using the GO! Strip Cutter2½" (2" Finished) (55014 or 55017). Cut 4 to 5—2½"
strips. If the width of fabric is less than 44", strips may
be pieced either end to end or using a diagonal seam.

2.

Measure vertically along both sides and vertically
through the middle of the quilt top. The measurement
should be 42½".
If it is not, take all three
measurements, average them and cut the 2½" strip
the length of the average measurement.

3.

Pin and stitch the vertical borders to the right and left
sides of the quilt top, easing as necessary. Press
seams toward the border.

4.

Measure horizontally along the top and bottom and
the middle of the quilt top. The measurement
should be 34½". If it is not, average the three
measurements and cut the 2½" strip the length of
the average measurement.

5.

Pin and stitch the horizontal borders to the top and
bottom of the quilt top, easing as necessary. Press
seams toward the border.
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Green Border
1.

Cut fabric for green borders using the GO! Strip
Cutter-3½" (3" Finished) (55032). Cut 5—3½"
strips. Strips may be pieced either end to end or
using a diagonal seam to make a continuous
strip.

2.

Measure vertically along both sides and vertically
through the middle of the quilt top.
The
measurement should be 46½". If it is not, take all
three measurements, average them and cut the
3½" strip the length of the average measurement.

3.

Pin and stitch the vertical borders to the right and
left sides of the quilt top, easing as necessary.
Press seams toward the border.

4.

Measure horizontally along the top and bottom
and the middle of the quilt top. The measurement
should be 40½". If it is not, average the three
measurements and cut the 3½" strip the length of
the average measurement.

5.

Pin and stitch the horizontal borders to the top
and bottom of the quilt top, easing as necessary.
Press seams toward the border.
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Quilting and Finishing
1.

Layer quilt top with batting and backing.

2.

Pin or baste layers together.

3.

Model was
custom machine
quilted.

4.

Attach bias
binding,
mitering the
corners.
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GO! Christmas Train
Parade Pillow
Finished Size 49" x 18½"
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Fabrics provided by Robert Kaufman Fabrics

GO! ® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric Requirements
NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.

Fabric
Color

GO! Dies Used

Blue fabric

N/A

Border
fabric
Backing
fabric
Green
fabric
Cream
fabric
*Appliqué
fabrics with
fusible web
backing

GO! Strip Cutter-4" (3½” Finished)
(55085)
N/A

*Appliqué
fabrics
*Appliqué
fabrics
*Appliqué
fabrics

GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes (55322)

*Appliqué
fabrics

GO! Snowflake (55359)

GO! Strip Cutter-2½” (2” Finished)
(55017 or 55014)
GO! Strip Cutter-4" (3½” Finished)
(55085)
GO! Train (55367)

GO! Reindeer (55353)
GO! Holiday Medley (55043)
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Number of Shapes to Cut
Cut 1—11½” x 42" rectangle for background.*see note
Cut 2—4" x 11½” rectangles for side borders.
Cut 2—4” x 42" strips for top and bottom borders.
Cut 2—18½” x 30" rectangles for pillow back *see note
Cut 4—2½” x width of fabric strips (WOF) for binding.
Cut 1—4” x WOF strip.
Sub cut into 4—4” x 4” squares for corner blocks.
Cut 1—6 1/8”W x 4¾”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on
engine and cut 1—engine.
Cut 1—5¼”W x 4 7/8”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on
coal car and cut 1—coal car.
Cut 6 1/8”W x 4¾”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on coal
caboose and cut 1—caboose.
Cut 12—1¾”W x 1¾”H squares. Lay squares on 1¼”
circles and cut 12—wheels
Cut 3—2 1/8”W x 2 1/8”H squares. Lay squares on
window square and cut 3—window squares.
Cut 3—1¼” W x 1¼”H squares. Lay square on 13/16”
circles and cut 3—smoke circles.
Cut 1—6”W x 4½”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on sleigh
and cut 1—sleigh oriented to right.
Cut 1—5 3/8”W x 5”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on
reindeer and cut 1—reindeer facing right.
Cut 1—5”W x 5½”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on tree
and cut 1—tree.
Cut 4—2½”W x 3½”H rectangles. Lay rectangles on
holly leaf and cut 4—holly leaves.
Cut 1—4½”W x 4¼”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on
snowflake and cut 1—snowflake.

Fabric Required
1 1/4 or 1/2 yard
1 1/2 yards
Yardage included
above
3/8 yard
1/4 yard
Fat quarters or
scraps

Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above

Yardage included
above
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*Appliqué
fabrics

GO! Circle-2”,3”,5” (55012)

*Appliqué
fabrics
*Appliqué
fabrics
*Appliqué
fabrics
*Appliqué
fabrics

GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)
GO! Square-2½” (55018 or 55059)
GO! Bow-2½”,3½”,4½” (55341)
N/A

Cut 1—2½”W x 2½”H square. Lay square on 2” circle
and cut 1—2” large engine wheel.
Cut 1—3½”W x 3½”H square. Lay square on 3” circle
and cut 1—3” ornament.
Cut 1½”W x 1¼”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on small
ornament topper and cut 1—small ornament topper.
Cut 1—3”W x 3”H square. Lay square on 2½” square
and cut 1—2½” square for package.
Cut 1—2½”W x 3”H rectangle. Lay rectangle on 2½”
rectangle and cut 1—small bow for package.
Rotary cut 3—1½” x 6" rectangles for flatbed railcars.
Rotary cut 1—3/8" x 2½” rectangle for package ribbon.

Yardage included
above

Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above

*For fabrics 42” wide or wider,
Additional Fabrics and Notions Needed











Fusible Web—1 yard
Glue Stick
Rick rack—1½ yards—½” wide black for train track
Picot ribbon or other trim: ½ yard—¼” wide black
Cut into 6—2” pieces for connectors between train cars
Buttons: 4—5/8" red for corner block holly berries
Pony beads: 13—red for tree ornaments and bow center
Sequins and various beads: red, green, white, gold
Batting—55” x 23”
Pillow form fabric—1 5/8 yards
Polyfil—3 to 4 bags or scrap batting
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cut rectangles across the width
of the fabric. For fabrics
narrower than 42”, cut rectangles
along the length of the fabric.
Purchase the larger amount for
narrower width fabric.
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Sewing Directions
Pillow Appliqué Panel
1. Remove backing paper from all appliqué shapes.
TIP: Use a straight pin to score backing paper in center of shape. Peel off backing paper from center toward
outer edges.
2. Lightly press vertical center in 11½” x 45" blue background rectangle.
3. Lightly press crease 1½” from lower edge of blue background rectangle.
4. Lay out rectangle on pressing surface.
5. Lay end of 1/2" black rickrack train track on scrap paper. Hold glue stick over rickrack end and pull rickrack
to coat with glue. Position rickrack so top of rickrack aligns with pressed crease from step 3. Trim ends of
rickrack even with sides of background rectangle.
6. Sew down center of rickrack with matching thread.
7. Lay out appliqué shapes using photo and diagram as inspiration. Position a 2” piece of black picot ribbon in
gaps between train cars, ½” from bottom edge of cars, leaving 1½” showing between engine and coal car
and 1” between all other train cars. Fold one 2” ribbon in half. Tuck cut ends under caboose so ¾” shows.
(This folded piece will not be sewn down.)
8. Fuse appliqué shapes in place following manufacturer's directions.
9. Fuse holly leaves to 4" cream border corner blocks as shown leaving room for seam allowances.
10. Finish edges of appliqué shapes as desired. Model was machine appliquéd with a narrow zig zag stitch in
matching thread colors.
Pillow Construction
1. Lay out appliquéd pillow center, two 4" x 11½” side border rectangles, two 4" x 42" top and bottom border
rectangles and four appliquéd border corner blocks as shown on pillow diagram. Note orientation of border
corner squares.
2. Pin and sew one side border rectangle to each end of pillow center, pressing seams toward border
rectangle.
3. Pin and sew one border corner block to each end of top and bottom border rectangles, pressing seams
toward border rectangles.
4. Pin and sew combined borders to top and bottom of pillow center, pressing seams toward borders. Pillow top
should measure 49”W x 18½”H.
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Quilting & Finishing
1. Layer pillow top with batting.
2. Pin or baste layers together.
3. Model was custom machine quilted.
4. Embellish design as desired with sequins, beads, buttons and trims. Model
embellishments were hand sewn with matching thread.
5. Press under 1/2" on one short edge of each 18½” x 30” pillow back rectangle.
6. Press under 1/2" again to form hem. Topstitch with matching thread.
7. Lay out pillow back rectangles WRONG sides up overlapping hemmed edges
approximately 9" as shown so pillow back measures 18½” x 49”.
8. Lay quilted pillow top on layered pillow back with edges even. Pin.
9. Baste edges together within 1/4" from edge.
10. Attach binding, mitering the corners.
11. Insert pillow form in pillow through overlapped back panels.

Optional Pillow Form
1. Cut two rectangles 52" x 22".
2. Pin and sew together leaving a 10" opening in one short end.
Reinforce stitching at both sides of opening.
3. Trim corners.
4. Turn right side out through opening. Press.

Tip: Pillow form is made larger than the
pillow to give pillow a full "stuffed into
the corners" look.

5. Stuff with Polyfil or scrap batting.
6. Hand or machine stitch opening closed.
7. Insert pillow form in pillow through overlapped back panels.
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Tip: Use GO! Christmas Train
Embroidery Designs by V-Stitch
Designs (VQ-CT1) to add
embellishment to your project.
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GO! Reindeer Dance
Table Topper
Finished Size: 26½” Diameter

Fabrics are Soho Solids provided by Timeless Treasures

In the middle of winter, in the cold country, deep within a ring of tall pine trees, reindeer dance. Celebrate the season
with this cheerful table topper. Die-cut reindeer, trees and holly berries are fused in place on top of a whole cloth circle
shape. Stitch around outer edges of shapes to secure, then layer, quilt, and finish with a contrasting binding.

GO!® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric Requirements
NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.

Fabric
Color

GO! Dies Used

*Green

GO! Holiday Medley (55043)

Green

GO! Strip Cutter-2¼” (1¾” Finished) (55053)

*Red

GO! Sleigh and Snowflakes (55322)

*Red

GO! Holiday Medley (55043)

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric
Required

Cut 2—5” x width of fabric (WOF) strip. Place fabric
on tree and fan fold into 5½” widths. Sub cut into
12—trees.
Cut 2¼” width bias strips totaling 90” (or 130” for tree
skirt) for binding
Cut 1—6” x WOF strip. Place fabric on reindeer and
fan fold into 5½” widths. Sub cut into 6 reindeer.

1 yard

Place remaining fabric on holly berries and cut 36—
holly berries.

Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above
1/4 yard

Additional Fabrics Needed
 White Background Fabric—7/8 yard
 Backing Fabric of Your Choice—7/8 yard
 Batting—One square (30” x 30”)
 Paper—One square (14” x 14”)
 Fusible Web—2 yards (based on 17” width)
Sewing Directions
Note: Press all seams open and use a ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise indicated.
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Make a Quarter-Circle Template
1. Using a craft knife and rotary ruler, square one side and bottom edge of the paper, forming a perfect 90-degree
corner.
2. Measure and mark a point 13¼” from the squared corner along the bottom and side edges.
3. Tie a length of non-stretchy string around a pen or pencil. Place the pen or pencil point
on one of the 13¼” marks. Holding the pen or pencil upright in one hand, pull the string
taut with the opposite hand, anchoring the string at the squared corner. Draw a quartercircle arc between the two 13¼” marks, pivoting the pen or pencil around the anchored
string as shown in Diagram 1.
4. Trim the excess paper from the curved template edge.
Make the Top
1. Fold the white background fabric in half along the lengthwise grain, matching selvedges. Press the folded edge.
Fold again along the crosswise grain, aligning the edge of the first fold and press the folded edges.
2. Unfold the background fabric and place it right side up. Align the squared corner side and bottom edges of the
quarter-circle template with the pressed creases of the fabric and using a removable marker or chalk, mark the
outer curved edge of the template in one quadrant of the background fabric. Repeat in the remaining quadrants of
the background fabric to draw a complete circle.
3. Using the pressed creases as a center guide, also mark a 2¼” circle in the
center of the background as shown in Diagram 2.
4. Referring to the Assembly Diagram for placement, arrange the 6 reindeer
around the marked 2¼” circle.
Fuse the reindeer in place.
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5. Arrange the twelve trees around the outer portion of the large circle, placing three trees in each quadrant of the
circle. Randomly arrange 3 berries on each tree. Note: If making a tree skirt, be sure to place trees as shown in
the Assembly Diagram so that there is a clear path for cutting the tree skirt opening (see TIP). Fuse the trees and
berries in place.
6. Use matching thread to straight or zigzag stitch around the outer edges of each fused shape.

Finishing
1. Layer the batting between the top and backing with the wrong sides facing the batting. Pin or baste the layers
together. Quilt as desired.
2. Re-align the quarter-circle template over each circle quadrant, checking to make sure the quilting hasn’t distorted
the circle shape. If necessary, re-mark the quarter-circle arcs.
3. Use a rotary cutter to carefully cut through the quilted table topper along each quarter-circle arc.
4. Sew the bias binding strips together along the short ends, using diagonal seams. Press the strip in half lengthwise,
with wrong sides together. Stitch the binding to the table topper/tree skirt front matching raw edges. Fold the
binding to the table topper/tree skirt back, encasing the raw edges. Hand stitch the binding to the table topper/tree
skirt back.

TIP:


To convert your table topper into a tree skirt, mark and cut a small circle in the center of the quilted circle.
Make a straight cut from the small circle to the outer edge of the large circle to create the tree skirt opening.
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GO! Ornament
Hotpads
Finished Size:
Three 8” x 10” Hotpads
Fabrics provided by P&B Textiles

GO!® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric Requirements
Fabric
Color

Shape

GO! Dies Used

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric Required

NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.
**Align width of grain edge with the 45° angle guideline on the die to cut bias strips for binding.

*Blue

1/3 yard
GO! Snowflakes-7” (55450)

Blue

Cut 1—7½” x 7½” square. Place on one
snowflake and cut 1 snowflake.
Rotary cut 1—2½” x 3½” rectangle

N/A
Blue

Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above

N/A

Rotary cut 1—1” x 4” rectangle

Blue

GO! Strip Cutter-2” (1 ½” Finished)
(55025)

Cut 1—12” x 21” rectangle. **Sub cut 2—2”
wide bias strips for binding.

3/4 yard

White

GO! Big Circle-4”, 6”, 7”, 8”
(55462) or GO! Circle-8” (55360)

Cut 3—8½” x 8½” square. Place on 8”
circle and cut 3—8” circles.

Fat Quarter

GO! Snowflakes-7” (55450)

Cut 1—7½” x 7½” square. Place on one
snowflake and cut 1 snowflake.

N/A

Rotary cut 1—2½” x 3½” rectangle

N/A
GO! Strip Cutter-2” (1 ½” Finished)
(55025)

Rotary cut 1—1” x 4” rectangle
Cut 1—12” x 21” rectangle. **Sub cut 2—2”
wide bias strips for binding.

GO! Snowflakes-7” (55450)

Cut 1—7½” x 7½” square. Place on one
snowflake and cut 1 snowflake.

N/A

Rotary cut 1—2½” x 3½” rectangle

N/A
GO! Strip Cutter-2” (1 ½” Finished)
(55025)

Rotary cut 1—1” x 4” rectangle
Cut 1—12” x 21” rectangle. **Sub cut 2—2”
wide bias strips for binding.

*Red

1/3 yard

Red
Red
Red
*Green

Green

©2015 AccuQuilt

Yardage included
above
3/4 yard
1/3 yard

Green

Green

Yardage included
above

Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
3/4 yard
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Additional Fabrics Needed
 Backing—3 pieces—9” x 12”
 Insulated Batting—3 pieces—9” x 12”
 Fusible Web—3 pieces—7½” x 7½”
Sewing Directions
1. Fuse snowflake shape onto the 8” circle as shown.
2. With your choice of stitch, machine appliqué the snowflake shape
down. Use a stabilizer as necessary.
3. Position the 2½” x 3½” rectangle along the edge of the 8” circle,
right sides together as shown. Stitch down with a ¼” seam.

4. Loop: Press the 1” x 4” rectangle in half lengthwise to get a ½” x 4”
piece. Then, press the outer edges in to match the creased center
line to make a ¼” x 4” folded piece.

Quilting and Finishing
1. Layer batting between the hotpad top and the backing.
2. Baste layers together.
3. Echo stitch around the snowflake.
©2015 AccuQuilt
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4. Baste 1/8” along the outside edges.
5. Trim excess batting and backing off.
6. Bring both raw ends of the ¼” x 4” loop piece together to match the
top of the hotpad back. Baste down with a 1/8” seam.
7. Sew binding strips together into one long strip. Fold and press in
half lengthwise.
8. With a scant ¼” seam, sew binding onto the hotpad edge, securing
the raw ends of the loop.
9. Hand stitch the binding down.

10. Press the loop up and over the binding. Hand stitch the loop in
place.
11. Repeat directions with a Red Fabric and a Green Fabric instead of
the Blue Fabric to make 2 more hotpads using the other snowflake
shapes on the die.

TIP



Hang the three hotpads on a wall vertically for a quick and festive décor idea.
Use GO! Snowflake-7” Embroidery Designs by Marjorie Busby (BQ-SF7e) or GO! Large Snowflakes
Embroidery Designs by V-Stitch Designs (VQ-LSF) to add embellishment to your hotpads.

©2015 AccuQuilt
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GO! Snow Much Fun
Wall Hanging
Finished Size 32" x 32"

Fabrics are provided by
Robert Kaufman Fabrics

GO! ® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric Requirements
Fabric
Color

Shape

GO! Dies Used

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric
Required

NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.
Use your scraps! The small sizes needed for the GO! Holiday Accessories is perfect for using up those scraps!

*Red

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Red

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Red

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Dark
Pink

GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)
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Cut 2—2¼" x 4"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
1/4 Yard
on arm and cut 2—arms.
Cut 1—2 7/8" x 2¾"
Yardage
rectangle. Lay rectangle
included above
on scarf and cut 1—scarf.
Cut 1—2 5/8" x 1 5/8"
Yardage
rectangle. Lay rectangle
included above
on stocking hat and cut
1—stocking hat.
Cut 1—2½" x 2½" square.
Lay square on 2” circle and
1/2 Yard
cut 1—2" circle.
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Fabric
Color
*Dark
Pink

Shape

GO! Dies Used
GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)

*Dark
Pink

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Dark
Pink

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

Dark
Pink
*Light
Pink

GO! Strip Cutter-2½" (2"
Finished) (55017 or
55014)
GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Light
Pink

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Light
Pink

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Orange

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Yellow
*Yellow
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GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)
GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric
Required
Cut 2—5½" x 5½" squares.
Yardage
Lay squares on 5” circle
included above
and cut 2—5" circles.
Cut 1—2 7/8" x 2¾"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on scarf and cut 1—scarf.
Cut 3—2 5/8" x 1 5/8"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on stocking hat and cut
3—stocking hats.
Cut 4—2½" x WOF for
binding.
Cut 4—1" squares. Lay
squares on circles and cut
4—buttons (¾" circle).
Cut 1—2 7/8" x 2¾"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on scarf and cut 1—scarf.
Cut 1—2 5/8" x 1 5/8"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on stocking hat and cut
1—stocking hat.
Cut 12—7/8" x 1 5/8"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on carrot nose and cut
12—carrot noses.
Cut 1—1" square. Lay
square on circles and cut
1—button (¾" circle).
Cut 5—7/8" x 1 5/8"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on carrot nose and cut 5—
carrot noses.

Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above
Yardage
included above

1/4 Yard
Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above

1/4 Yard

1/4 Yard

Yardage
included above
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Fabric
Color
*Yellow

Shape

*Yellow

*Green

Green

GO! Dies Used
GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)
GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)
GO! Square-8½" (8"
Finished) (55058)

*Light
Blue

GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)

*Light
Blue

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Light
Blue

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Medium
Blue

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

Medium
Blue

GO! Square-8½" (8"
Finished) (55058)
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Number of Shapes to Cut
Cut 1—2 5/8" x 1 5/8"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on stocking hat and cut
1—stocking hat.
Cut 2—2¼" x 4"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on arm and cut 2—arms.
Cut 4—4 1/8" x 3 7/8"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on bow and cut 4—bows.
Cut 2—9" x width of fabric
(WOF) strips. Fanfold the
strip into 9" widths. Cut
8—8½" squares.
Cut 1—5½" x 5½" square.
Lay square on 5” circle and
cut 1—5" circle.
Cut 1—4 1/8" x 3 7/8"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on bow and cut 1—bow.
Cut 2—1½" x 2"
rectangles. Lay one
rectangle with fabric right
side up and one rectangle
with fabric wrong side up
to cut 2—mittens.
Cut 1—1" square. Lay
square on circle and cut
1—button (¾" circle).
Cut 2—9" x width of fabric
(WOF) strips. Fanfold the
strip into 9" widths. Cut
8—8½" squares.

Fabric
Required
Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above
2/3 Yard

Yardage
included above

1/4 Yard
Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above

2/3 Yard
Yardage
included above
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Fabric
Color
*Dark
Blue

Shape

*Dark
Blue

GO! Dies Used
GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Dark
Blue

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Brown

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Brown

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Black

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*Black

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*White

GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)
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Number of Shapes to Cut
Cut 2—1" squares. Lay
squares on circle and cut
2—buttons (¾" circle).
Cut 2—1½" x 2"
rectangles. Lay one
rectangle with fabric right
side up and one rectangle
with fabric wrong side up
to cut 2—mittens.
Cut 4—2 7/8" x 2¾"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on scarf and cut 4—
scarves.
Cut 4—2¼" x 4"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on arm and cut 4—arms.
Cut 1—4 1/8" x 3 7/8"
rectangle. Lay rectangle
on bow and cut 1—bow.

Fabric
Required
1/4 Yard

Yardage
included above

Yardage
included above

1/4 Yard

Yardage
included above

Cut 43—1" squares. Lay
squares on circle and cut
1/4 Yard
43—buttons (¾" circle).
Note: Many of these will be
trimmed to a smaller size
or can be replaced with
buttons. See individual
block instructions.
Cut 2—2 5/8" x 1 7/8"
Yardage
rectangles. Lay rectangles included above
on top hats and cut 2—top
hats.
Cut 6—2½" x 2½" squares.
1 Yard
Lay squares on 2” circle
and cut 6—2" circles.
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Fabric
Color
*White

Shape

GO! Dies Used
GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)

*White

GO! Circle-2", 3", 5"
(55012)

*White

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

*White

GO! Holiday Accessories
(55321)

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric
Required
Cut 7—3½" x 3½" squares.
Yardage
Lay squares on 3" circle
included above
and cut 7—3" circles.
Cut 5—5½" x 5½" squares.
Yardage
Lay squares on 5” circle
included above
and cut 5—5" circles.
Cut 64—2¼" x 4"
rectangles. Lay rectangles
on arm and cut 64—arms.
Cut 8—1" squares. Lay
squares on circle and cut
8—buttons (¾" circle).

Yardage
included above
Yardage
included above

Additional Materials Needed:
• Backing—38" x 38"
• Batting—38" x 38"
• Fusible Web—2 Yards
• Optional – assortment of small black buttons
Sewing Directions:
Block One – Snowflake:
1—green 8½" square, 8—white arms and 1—
white button.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué white pieces on one
green 8½" square, using the block image as a
reference. Make 8 blocks.

©2016 AccuQuilt
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Block Two – Snowman with Earmuffs:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 5" circle,
1—dark pink 5" circle, 2—dark pink stocking hats,
1—orange carrot nose, 6—black buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Layer the two circles to give
the illusion of the earmuff band. Make one block.

Block Three – Snowman with Top Hat:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2" circle,
1—white 3" circle, 1—white 5" circle, 2—dark blue
mittens, 1—red scarf, 1—black top hat, 1—orange
carrot nose, 5—black buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Cut one white 5" circle in
half for the base of the snowman; retain the other
half for Block 6. For the eyes and the mouth, you
may choose to trim down the black buttons (¾"
circles) to make them size appropriate or attach
actual buttons. You may also choose to cut down
the orange carrot nose to make it more size
appropriate. Make one block.

©2016 AccuQuilt
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Block Four – Snowman Handstand:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2" circle,
1—white 3" circle, 1—white 5" circle, 2—brown
arms, 1—orange carrot nose, 5—black buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. For the eyes, you may
choose to trim down the black buttons (¾" circles)
to make them size appropriate or attach actual
buttons. Make one block.

Block Five – Snowman Cocoa Mug:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2" circle,
1—white 3" circle, 1—dark pink 2" circle, 1—dark
pink 5" circle, 1—light pink scarf, 1—red stocking
hat, 1—orange carrot nose, 1—light pink button,
1—medium blue button, 5—black buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Cut one pink 2" circle, one
pink 5" circle, and one medium blue button in half
– use one half of each to make the mug. For the
eyes and mouth, you may choose to trim down
the black buttons (¾" circles) to make them size
appropriate or attach actual buttons. You may
also choose to cut down the orange carrot nose to
make it more size appropriate. Make one block.
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Block Six – Snowman Love:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2” circle,
2—white 3” circles, 1—white 5” circle, 1—dark
pink scarf, 1—light pink stocking hat, 3—dark blue
scarves, 1—black top hat, 2—orange carrot
noses, 2—dark blue buttons, 5—black buttons.
Cut one 2” – 3” heart from red fabric (with fusible
web) using your favorite method. You may choose
to use: GO! Queen of Hearts (55325) or GO!
Heart-2", 3", 4" (55029) – or simply cut one by
hand.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Cut one white 5” circle in
half for the base of the large snowman (use the
other half from block 3). Trim three dark blue
scarves to the neck wrap only and arrange
together for large scarf. For the eyes and mouth,
you may choose to trim down the black buttons
(¾" circles) to make them size appropriate or
attach actual buttons. You may also choose to
cut down the orange carrot nose for the pink
snowwoman to make it more size appropriate.
Make one block.
Block Seven – Snowman Stargazer:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 5” circle,
2—red arms, 1—yellow stocking hat, 4—orange
carrot noses, 5—yellow carrot noses, 1—yellow
button, 4—black buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
©2016 AccuQuilt
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image as a reference. Trim one white 5” circle to
fit snowman head in the corner. Trim the “hands”
off two red arms to create the scarf. Use four
orange carrot noses to make the large carrot
nose. For the snowman mouth, you may choose
to trim down the black buttons (¾" circles) to
make them size appropriate or attach actual
buttons. The star is one yellow button base with
five yellow carrots; the moon is one yellow
stocking hat. Make one block.
Block Eight – Snowman in the Trees:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2” circle,
1—white 3” circle, 1—white 5” circle, 2—light blue
mittens, 1—light blue bow, 4—green bows, 1—
dark pink stocking hat, 1—brown arm, 1—orange
carrot nose, 3—light pink buttons, 5—black
buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Cut one white 5” circle in
half for the snowman base. Cut one brown arm
into four straight lengths to create the arms and
tree trunks. Clip the loops off the green bows to
create the tree layers. Clip a loop off of the light
blue blow to create the top of the stocking hat. For
the snowman eyes and mouth, you may choose to
trim down the black buttons (¾" circles) to make
them size appropriate or attach actual buttons.
You may also choose to cut down the orange
carrot nose to make it more size appropriate.
Make one block.
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Block Nine – Snowman Snow Globe:
1—medium blue 8½" square, 1—white 2” circle,
1—white 3” circle, 1—light blue 5” circle, 1—dark
blue scarf, 1—brown arm, 2—yellow arms, 1—
brown bow, 1—orange carrot nose, 8—black
buttons.
Lay out, fuse, and appliqué snowman pieces on
one medium blue 8½" square, using the block
image as a reference. Trim one dark blue scarf to
the neck wrap only. Cut one brown arm into two
straight sections for the arms. Trim the “hands” off
two yellow arms to create the bottom base of the
snow globe. Trim the bottom off the brown bow to
create the snow globe base. For the eyes, mouth
and buttons, you may choose to trim down the
black buttons (¾" circles) to make them size
appropriate or attach actual buttons. You may
also choose to cut down the orange carrot nose to
make it more size appropriate. Make one block.

Assemble the Quilt:
1. Lay out the blocks in four rows of four, using the
quilt image as a reference.
2. Pin and sew four rows. Press seams in alternating
directions for each row.
3. Pin and sew four row units together. Press seams
toward the added rows.
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Quilting & Finishing:
1. Layer batting between wall hanging top and
backing.
2. Pin or baste layers together.
3. Quilt as desired.
4.

Add dark pink binding, mitering corners.
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GO! Festive Bow
Table Runner
Finished Size 15" x 36"
®

GO!
•
•
•
•

DIES USED
GO! Bows (55341)
GO! Square-4-1/2" (4" Finished) (55018)
GO! Strip Cutter-3-1/2" (3" Finished) (55032)
GO! Strip Cutter-2-1/2" (2" Finished) (55017 or 55014)

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
• Fabric 1 (Assorted Beige)—5/8 yard total
• Fabric 2 (Assorted Green)—3/8 yard total
• Fabric 3 (Assorted Red)—5/8 yard total
(includes binding)
• Fusible web product—1/2 yard
• Batting—19" x 40"
• Backing—5/8 yard
CUTTING DIRECTIONS
NOTE: Apply fusible web product to wrong side of selected fabrics, following
manufacturer’s instructions, before cutting for fusible appliqué.
Fabric 1:
• Cut 5—3-1/2" x width of fabric (WOF) strips
Sub cut into 5—3-1/2" x 36-1/2" strips
Fabric 2:
• Cut 6—4-1/2" squares
• Cut 6—Large Bows
Fabric 3:
• Cut 6—4-1/2" squares
• Cut 6—Large Bows
• Cut 3—2-1/2" x WOF strips for binding
SEWING DIRECTIONS
1. Pin and sew Fabric #1, 3-1/2" strips together along their long edges to make 15-1/2" x 36-1/2" background
piece. Press seams in one direction.
2. Iron fusible web to the wrong side of your appliqué fabrics.
3. Cut out six Fabric #2, 4-1/2" squares and six Fabric #2 large Bows.
4. Cut out six Fabric #3, 4-1/2" squares and six Fabric #3 large Bows.
5. Fuse squares and Bows onto the background piece as shown in the quilt photo.
QUILTING AND FINISHING
1. Layer table runner with batting and backing.
2. Pin or baste layers together.
3. Quilt as desired.
4. Add Fabric #3 binding strips, mitering corners.
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GO! Snowman Games
Placemats
Finished Size: 18½” x 12½”
NOTE: Yardages and cutting instructions given are for a set of two placemats.

Fabrics are Soho Solids provided by Timeless Treasures

Pair the GO! Circle-2”, 3” and 5” (55012) with GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)
to create a set of brightly colored holiday placemats. Play with placement to add
personality to snowmen and liven up simple ornaments. Individual shapes are
fused in place, then anchored with overall quilting.

GO!® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric Requirements
NOTE: Apply fusible web to the wrong side of asterisked fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions before cutting appliqué shapes.

Fabric
Color

GO! Dies Used

White

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)

Cut 1—7” x width of fabric (WOF) strip. Sub cut into
2—6½" squares.

1/4 yard

*White

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)

Yardage
included above

Orange

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)

Cut 3—5½”W x 5½”H squares. Sub cut into 3—5”
circles.
Cut 1—3½”W x 3½”H square. Sub cut into 1—3”
circle.
Cut 1—2½”W x 2½”H square. Sub cut into 1—2”
circle.
Cut 1—7” x WOF strip. Sub cut into 2—6½" squares.

*Orange

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)

Cut 1—5½”W x 5½”H square. Sub cut into 1—5”
circle.

*Orange

GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)

Yardage
included above

Red

GO! Strip Cutter-2¼” (1¾” Finished) (55053)

Use remaining scraps of fabric to cut one hat, one
pair of mittens and 3 carrot noses. (Cut one mitten
wrong side up to make a pair of mittens)
Cut 4—2¼” x WOF strips for binding.

Red

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)

Cut 1—7” x WOF strip. Sub cut into 2—6½" squares.

*Red

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)

Bright
Green
*Bright
Green

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)

Cut 2—5½”W x 5½”H squares. Sub cut into 2—5”
circles.
Cut 1—7” x WOF strip. Sub cut into 1—6½” square.

Yardage
included above
Yardage
included above
1 fat eighth
(11” x 18”)
Yardage
included above

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)
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Number of Shapes to Cut

Cut 1—5½”W x 5½”H square. Sub cut into 1—5”
circle.
Cut 1—3½”W x 3½”H square. Sub cut into 1—3”
circle.

Fabric
Required

1 fat eighth
(11” x 18”)
Yardage
included above

1/2 yard

PQ10681

*Bright
Green

GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)

Dark
Green
*Dark
Green

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)

*Dark
Green
Light
Blue
*Light
Blue
*Light
Blue
*Bright
Blue

GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)

*Bright
Blue
*Dark
Blue
*Dark
Blue
*Black
or Dark
Gray

GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)

GO! Square-6½” (6” Finished) (55000)
GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)
GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)
GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)

GO! Circle-2”, 3”, 5” (55012)
GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)
GO! Holiday Accessories (55321)

Use remaining scraps of fabric to cut one stocking
hat, one pompom, 6 large ornament caps and 3
small ornament caps
Cut 1—7” x WOF strip. Sub cut into 1—6½” square.

Yardage
included above

Cut 1—5½”W x 5½”H square. Sub cut into 1—5”
circle.
Cut 2—2½”W x 2½”H squares. Sub cut into 2—2”
circles.
Use remaining scraps of fabric to cut one snowman
arm, one scarf and one large ornament cap.
Cut 1—7” x WOF strip. Sub cut into 2—6½” squares.

Yardage
included above

Cut 1—3½”W x 3½”H square. Sub cut into 1—3”
circle.
Use remaining scraps of fabric to cut one snowman
hat.
Cut 2—5½”W x 5½”H squares. Sub cut into 2—5”
circles.
Cut 1—3½”W x 3½”H square. Sub cut into 1—3”
square.
Use remaining scraps of fabric to cut two snowman
arms and one small ornament cap.
Cut 1—2½”W x 2½”H square. Sub cut into 1—2”
circle.
Use remaining scrap of fabric to cut two small
ornament caps
Use scrap of fabric to cut two pompoms. Cut each
pompom in half to make snowman eyes.

1/4 yard

Yardage
included above
1 fat eighth
(11” x 18”
Yardage
included above
Yardage
included above
11” x 12”
rectangle

Yardage
included above
4” x 4” square
Yardage
included above
2” x 2” scrap

Additional Fabrics Needed
 Backing Fabric of Your Choice—1/2 yard
 Batting—Two rectangles, 21” x 15” each
 Fusible Web—1½ yards (based on 17” width)
Sewing Directions
Note: Press all seams open and use a ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise indicated.
Make the Placemat Blocks
1. Referring to the Assembly Diagrams for positioning and color placement, arrange the fusible-backed shapes on the
right side of each 6½” block.
2. Using 5” circles and large ornament caps, make 7 large ornament blocks, varying the placement of the ornament
caps so that the ornaments appear tilted in different directions.
3. Using three 3” and two 2” circles and 5 small ornament caps, make one small ornament block, positioning some of
the circles to extend past the block edges.
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4. Using 5” and smaller white circles, cut pompoms and various snowman shapes, make two large snowman head blocks
and one small snowman block, positioning the white circles so that they extend past the block edges.
5. Make one block using a 2” circle, small ornament cap and snowman arm, positioning the
arm so it extends from the edge of the block.
6. Fuse each of the circles and shapes in place. Trim any shapes that extend past the block
edges as shown in Diagram 1.
7. Zig zag or straight stitch around the edge of each fused shape, if desired.
8. Referring to the Assembly Diagrams, lay out the blocks for each placemat into two rows
of three blocks each. Sew the blocks in each row together and press the seams open.

Finishing
1. Layer the batting between the placemat top and
backing with the wrong sides facing the batting. Pin or
baste the layers together. Quilt as desired. NOTE: If
you opted not to stitch around the fused shapes in Step
7, use an allover close quilting to securely anchor the
fused pieces in place.
2. Trim the batting and backing even with the placemat
top edges.
3. Sew the binding strips together along the short ends,
using either straight or diagonal seams. Press the strip
in half lengthwise, with wrong sides together. Stitch the
binding to each placemat front, matching raw edges
and mitering corners. Fold the binding to each
placemat back, encasing the raw edges. Hand stitch
the binding to each placemat back.
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